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Obtaining Testimony Outside the United States:
Problem for the California Practitioner
Introduction
A party to California litigation seeking to take a deposition
abroad faces a number of complex challenges.' The litigant must
obtain the domestic authorization to take evidence abroad. The
method chosen must be consistent with both the needs of litigation
and the restrictions imposed by the foreign jurisdiction. Further, the
evidence gathered must be in a form that will be admissible in a
California court.
The litigant taking evidence in a country that has adopted the
Convention on Taking Evidence Abroad in Civil or Commercial Matters2 is in a more fortunate position. The Convention sets forth a
standardized and mutually acceptable mechanism of international
discovery.
This Note will analyze the procedural and evidentiary problems
faced by the international litigant. Improvements afforded by the
Convention will be considered. The California Code of Civil Procedure will be analyzed and shown to be needlessly constricting of
international discovery. The Note will advocate a freer choice of
methods for taking depositions abroad and a more flexible policy in
evaluating the evidence received.
Taking a Deposition Abroad for Use in
California Courts: Procedural Problems
California litigants seeking to take a deposition outside the state
should proceed in the same manner as they would within the state. 3
1. This Note is limited to the problems involved in the taking of evidence from
a witness abroad. The problems of securing documents or obtaining permission to inspect premises will not be considered. Further, this Note is specifically addressed to
the California litigant. The material is, however, largely relevant to any state court
litigant seeking evidence abroad. Although much of this Note is germane to the situation faced by the federal litigant, a fuller discussion of taking evidence abroad under
the Federal Rules can be found in Note, Taking Evidence Outside of the United States,
55 B.U.L. REv. 368, 368-79 (1975) [hereinafter cited as Taking Evidence].
2. Opened for signature Mar. 18, 1970, [1972] 23 U.S.T. 2555, T.I.A.S. No.
7444 (reprinted in 28 U.S.C.A. § 1781 (Supp. 1978)) [hereinafter cited as Convention].
3. CAL. CIV. PROC. CODE § 2024 (West Supp. 1977). The code section provides
[ 1237 1
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California Code of Civil Procedure section 2018(b) specifically addresses the problem of taking a deposition in a foreign country.4 This
section provides for the three traditional mechanisms for taking evidence abroad: deposition on notice, commission, and letters rogatory.5
Deposition on notice is essentially a private arrangement between
the parties; no express permission or court showing is required.6 As
the mechanism lacks any compulsory power, its success is entirely
contingent upon the witnesses' cooperation. The use of the method
generally presupposes that the deposition will proceed much as it
would in purely domestic litigation. The use of such an informal
discovery technique may, however, violate the law or sovereignty of
the foreign state.7
A commission is a court-issued document authorizing a designated
individual or individuals in the foreign jurisdiction to take the deposition of a named witness." The procedure to be used is established
by the court issuing the commission and is entirely under its control. 9
that oral examinations should be taken in accordance with § 2019 and depositions on
written interrogations, with § 2020. See Dorman, California's Statutory Contributions
in the Field of InternationalJudicial Assistance, 39 L.A.B. BULL. 7, 34-35 (1963) [hereinafter cited as Dorman]. Insofar as this section, read literally, imposes the procedural
requirements of two lengthy California Code of Civil Procedure sections on all foreign
deposition proceedings, it may pose an impossible burden to a party seeking evidencc
abroad. Id.; see text accompanying notes 18-19 infra.
4. The Legislative Counsel's Digest to the Senate bill that contained the present
§§ 2018(b) and 2024 said that the bill "[elliminates various provisions governing
out-of-state deposition[s], making them subject, with respect to the matters covered
by such provisions, to the same provisions that govern depositions within the State.
Specifies that out-of-state depositions may be taken before person designated by commission or letters rogatory and prescribes how commission or letters rogatory are issued
and conditions and certain details of form thereof." Legislative Counsel's Digest to
CAL. S.B. 12, § 1 (1961) (introduced by Senator Rattigan).
5. Additionally, § 2018(b) allows the parties to stipulate to the acceptability of
an individual before whom the deposition is to be taken. CAL. CIv. PRoc. CODE §
2018(b) (West Supp. 1977). In international deposition practice it is crucial that the
party stipulated be competent to take a deposition in the foreign jurisdiction. See
Note, Judicial Notice and Deposition Practice in International Litigation, 1966 DUKE
L.J. 512, 534 [hereinafter cited as Deposition Practice].
6. CAL. CiV. PRoc. CODE § 2018(b) (West Supp. 1977) further provides a nonexclusive list of persons before whom such depositions may be taken.
7. See text accompanying note 23 infra.
8. Moore v. Keesey, 26 Wash. 2d 31, 41-48, 173 P.2d 130, 135-38, (1946).
Cf. Levantino Co. v. American President Lines, Ltd., 359 F.2d 406, 408 (2nd Cir.
1966) (a commissioner is a specially appointed officer of the court).
9. Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft v. Superior Court, 33 Cal. App. 3d 503,
506-07, 109 Cal. Rptr. 219, 221 (1973); United States Neckwear Corp. v. Sinaco Co.,
176 Misc. 51, 52, 26 N.Y.S. 2d 546, 547 (1941); 23 Ams. JuR. 2d Depositions and Discovery § 22 (1965).
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A letter rogatory is a medium whereby one country, through one
of its courts, requests another country, acting through its courts, to
assist in the administration of justice in the former country. 10 A party
seeking to take a deposition by means of letters rogatory is, in effect,
requesting the assistance of the foreign court having jurisdiction over
the desired deponent. 11 Unlike the commission, which remains under
the control of the court issuing it, the letter rogatory submits the
12
requesting party to the control and procedure of the foreign tribunal.
Ascertaining the Proper Method
The litigant seeking to choose among the various methods of
international discovery must weigh a number of factors. A threshold
consideration is securing the attendance of the desired witness. 13 The
notice method proceeds by agreement and assumes a willing witness.
A commission proceeds by authority of the domestic court and cannot
invest the commissioner with the power to compel attendance in the
foreign jurisdiction.
The California case of Volkswagen of America, Inc. v. Superior
Court 4 illustrates this lack of power. Plaintiff-respondent in a personal injury and wrongful death action served petitioner, Volkswagen
of America, with notice for taking the depositions of two employees
of the parent German corporation. Plaintiff proposed to take the depositions in the offices of the American Consul General in Hamburg. 15
The American Consulate returned the commissions and informed the
plaintiff that it could not subpoena or otherwise compel the witnesses
to appear.' 0 Plaintiff attempted to take the depositions despite this
information, and neither the petitioners' attorneys nor the witness
appeared. Plaintiff invoked the sanctions of California Code of Civil
Procedure section 2034 and obtained an order striking defendant's
answer to the complaint. Defendant appealed. The court of appeal
noted that the commissioner was without compulsory power and
vacated the trial court order. Plaintiff was informed that the witnesses
10. The Signe, 37 F. Supp. 819, 820 (E.D. La. 1941).
11. Deposition Practice,supra note 5, at 530.
12. Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft v. Superior Court, 33 Cal. App. 3d 503,
507, 109 Cal. Rptr. 219, 221 (1973).

13. When the deponent is an American citizen or resident, the duty to testify may
be required by federal law. 28 U.S.C. § 1783 (1970). At least one writer has suggested that there is no express constitutional limitation to states' availing themselves
of a similar procedure. Deposition Practice, supra note 5, at 538-39.
14.

18 Cal. App. 3d 477, 96 Cal. Rptr. 205 (1971).

15.
16.

Id. at 479, 96 Cal. Rptr. at 206.
Id. at 480, 96 Cal. Rptr. at 207.
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were willing to give their depositions before a local court, through the
medium of letters rogatory. 17
The litigant proceeding by means of letters rogatory generally
may make use of the coercive power of the foreign court. Some
countries, however, in the absence of a treaty do not permit their
courts to use compulsory process in executing a letter rogatory. 18 The
foreign court in such a country may "invite" the witness to appear.19
20

When the witness is unwilling, a meritorious case may be lost.

In addition to the factor of compelling the attendance of witnesses,
the use of letters rogatory may result in serious procedural problems.
The procedure governing the taking of depositions by means of letters
rogatory is that of the foreign jurisdiction.2 1 A party making use of
letters rogatory, therefore, must contend with the practical and evidentiary22 problems of taking a deposition pursuant to the rules of
a foreign court. The use of the letter rogatory method, however, may
be required by the laws and sovereignty of the foreign jurisdiction.
Many countries forbid the use of notice and commission methods 23
and will only assist a litigant proceeding by means of letters rogatory.
California courts have recognized two of the limitations of particular international discovery procedures discussed above. In Volkswagen, of America, Inc. v Superior Court24 the court noted that a commission did not include the power to compel attendance .2 5 The de17. Id. The taking of a deposition by means of letter rogatory was only possible
because the witnesses were willing. In the absence of a treaty, German courts will
not compel a witness to appear and testify in response to a letter rogatory. Id.; H.
SMIT, INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN LITIGATION; EUROPE 202 (1965)
[hereinafter
cited as SMIT]; see text accompanying notes 18-20 infra.
18. SMIT, supra note 17, at 202; Jones, International Judicial Assistance: Procedural Chaos and a Program for Reform, 62 YALE L.J. 515, 521 (1953) [hereinafter

cited as Jones].

The Netherlands also appears to be among those countries that will

not compel a witness to testify in aid of foreign litigation in the absence of a treaty.
SMIT, supra note 17, at 400-01.
19. Jones, supra note 18, at 531.
20. The problem may be alleviated by multilateral treaty. See text accompanying
notes 78-96 infra.
21. Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft v. Superior Court, 33 Cal. App. 3d 503,
507, 109 Cal. Rptr. 219, 221 (1973); United States v. Paraffin Wax, 2255 Bags, 23
F.R.D. 289, 290 (E.D.N.Y. 1959).
22. See text accompanying notes 60-63 infra.
23. See text accompanying notes 45-48 infra.
24. 18 Cal. App. 3d 477, 96 Cal. Rptr. 205 (1971).
25. Id. at 480, 96 Cal. Rptr. at 207. In Germany, where the deposition was to
be taken, attendance could not even have been compelled by means of letter rogatory.
See note 17 supra.
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26
cision in Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft v. Superior Court
drew attention to the fact that the commission procedure may infringe
upon the host country's sovereignty although the letter rogatory does
not.27

The litigant's choice of methods may be conditioned by a third
set of factors, the relative time and expense of the various methods.2 8
Counsel making use of a foreign tribunal must reimburse it for any
expenses incurred. Such costs may include court fees, payments to
interpreters, and the preparation and translation of the transcript.
The litigant may also find it prudent or necessary to retain a local
attorney familiar with the procedures of the foreign forum.29 When
time is an important consideration, the litigant should be aware that
the foreign court may be unable immediately to execute the letter
rogatory. 30
The complication and expense of relying upon a foreign court
may be avoided when the litigant can make use of the commission
method. As a practical matter the American Consul 31 residing in
the foreign jurisdiction is often appointed a commissioner. 32 The
litigant making use of the consul's services is expected to pay official
fees. 33 The use of the simpler commission and notice procedures,
when permitted, is commended by a number of practical factors. The
use of these procedures may, however, be inadvisable and ultimately
26.

33 Cal. App. 3d 503, 109 Cal. Rptr. 219; see text accompanying notes 50-54

infra.
27.

33 Cal. App. 3d at 507, 109 Cal. Rptr. at 221.

28. The Department of State is prepared to assist litigants in the transmission of
letters rogatory. 28 U.S.C. § 1781 (1970).
29. See generally 4 MooRE's FEDERAL PRAICE ff 28.08, at 1944 (2d ed. 1948)
[hereinafter cited as MooRE's]. If the local foreign counsel is to ask questions or
represent the American client in court, it may be advisable to instruct counsel as to

the general principles of the Anglo-American law. Otherwise, as the rules of evidence
in other jurisdictions may be different, local counsel might breach a recognized privilege or elicit facts in a manner unacceptable in the United States. Id.; see text accompanying note 69 infra.
30.

1945.
31.

The process may take from three to six months.

MooRE's, supra note 29, at

The execution of a commission addressed to an American consul in Europe

will generally take about six weeks. Id.
32. When a party unfamiliar with American law is appointed commissioner, it may

be wise to retain local counsel. The commission could be sent directly to the local
attorney and expeditiously presented to the person named as commissioner. Id.
33.

The litigant will be charged in accordance with the Foreign Services schedule

of fees and charges.

22 C.F.R. § 22.1 (1977).

tiable in the foreign country.

Id. at § 22.2.

Payment should be in a form negoAny excess is returned.

Id. at § 22.4.
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more expensive and time consuming, when the witness' willingness
34
to testify is in question.
California Procedure
The difficulties of selecting the appropriate procedure for taking
evidence abroad are aggravated by California law. Code of Civil
Procedure section 2018(b) curtails a litigant's flexibility. A deposition on notice may be taken without the court's express authority.
The issuance of a commission or letter rogatory, however, is contingent upon a affirmative showing of necessity or convenience. 35
The issuance of a commission or letter rogatory may be further
conditioned upon such terms as are "just and appropriate."3 6 The
applicant may be required to make certain guarantees before the requests will be honored.3 These guarantees could include a promise
to pay the costs of opposing counsel's transportation, hiring an attorney in the foreign jurisdiction, or supplying the opposing party with
translations. 3"
The statutory requirement of a greater showing of necessity or
convenience for the issuance of a commission or letter rogatory than
for deposition on notice is unnecessarily restrictive. The fact that
only one method may be appropriate for the host country makes such
a restrictive requirement inconsistent with international judicial cooperation. A comparison with the federal rule regarding the taking
of depositions abroad is instructive.
34. In such a situation the immediate resort to letters rogatory ultimately may
prove to be less expensive. 1963 Advisory Committee's Note to FED. R. Civ. P. 28(b).
The Note further suggests that a litigant who fears that an apparently willing witness
may decide not to testify should ask the court to issue both a commission and a letter
rogatory, the latter to be used only if the former fails. Id. This suggestion is in accord with the general policy of the Federal Rules to allow maximum flexibility to the
party seeking evidence abroad.
35. CAL. Civ. PROC. CODE § 2018(b) (West Supp. 1977).
36. Id.
37. Dorman, supra note 3, at 32.
38. An interesting example of these guarantees is presented by the case of Hollander
v. Baiz, 40 F. 659 (S.D.N.Y. 1889). Plaintiff, an American, had been expelled from
Guatemala. Defendant, the Guatemalan Consul in New York, had had the decree of
expulsion published by the Associated Press. Plaintiff brought action for the allegedly
libelous statements contained in the decree. Defendant sought a commission to take
testimony in Guatemala as to plaintiff's character and reputation. Plaintiff opposed
the issuance of a commission unless he was allowed to enter Guatemala, procure his
own witnesses, and be present at the execution of the commission. The judge agreed
to issue the commission on condition that the Guatemalan government issue plaintiff
a safe conduct permitting him to enter Guatemala, attend the execution of the commission, and return without molestation. Id. at 660. See also Gitto v. "Italia," Societa'
Anonima di Navigazione, Genova, 28 F. Supp. 309 (E.D.N.Y. 1939).
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Federal Rule 28(b): Procedure
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 28(b), as originally promulgated,
provided for the three methods of taking evidence abroad39 but favored
the notice method when feasible. 40 As amended in 1963, the section
now provides that "[i]t is not requisite to the issuance of a commission
or a letter rogatory that the taking of the deposition in any other manner is impracticable or inconvenient." 41 The Advisory Committee
Notes reveal that the change was intended to overcome the judicial
42
antipathy toward the commission and letter rogatory procedures.
The change permits the party seeking discovery a sound choice as to
which method to use in light of all the circumstances. 43 Such circumstances, the committee further explained, might include the difficulties
of compelling attendance, the expenses involved, the cooperation and
assistance of the foreign country, and the likelihood that a seemingly
44
willing witness may decide not to testify.
The Foreign Jurisdiction
Obtaining the domestic authority to take a deposition abroad
may represent only the beginning of the litigant's travail. Discovery
abroad entails the cooperation, or at least acquiescence, of the foreign
jurisdiction. Americans who would undertake international litigation
should not assume that they can take evidence at will or that specific
domestic procedures may be projected into the foreign setting. Only
in common-law countries may the litigant safely anticipate that American fact-finding methods will be accepted. When the prospective
39. Additionally the stipulation procedure of Federal Rule 29 is available to vary
the express procedure of Rule 28. FED. R. Civ. P. 29; C. WRIHT & A. MILLER,
FEDERAL PRACTICE & PROCEDURE: CIvIL § 2083, at 349 (1970); cf. note 5 supra (the
stipulation procedure allowed by California law).
40. Mooan's, supra note 29, at 1922.
41. FED. R. Civ. P. 28(b); Mooan's, supra note 29, at ir 2803 pp. 1921-22. The
amendments to Rule 28(b) were tested in Zassenhaus v. Evening Star Newspaper Co.,
404 F.2d 1361 (D.C. Cir. 1968). Plaintiffs in Zassenhaus sought the testimony of a
witness in Burma. The district court refused to issue the commission or letter rogatory that would be necessary for taking a deposition in Burma. The circuit court
quoted from the amended rule and the Advisory Committee's notes and reversed with
orders to issue an appropriate commission or letter rogatory. Id. at 1364.
42. MooRE's, supra note 29, at 1922.
43. The drafters of the Uniform Interstate and International Procedure Act adopted
a position identical to that in the Federal Rules. UNIFoRm INTERSTATE AND INTERNATIoNAL PRocEDuRE ACT (U.L.A.) § 3.01 (1975).
The Commissioner's Comment
cited CAL. Civ. PRoc. CODE §§ 2018 and 2024 as examples of unsound state rules that
set up a "hierarchy among the types of depositions." Id., Commissioner's Comment.
44. 1963 Advisory Committee's Note to Fan. R. Crv. P. 28(b).
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witness inhabits a civil or Islamic-law country, 45 the American who
seeks to interrogate the witness may well find such activities to be
curtailed sharply or forbidden completely. 46 Civil-law countries do
not view a deposition as a private, relatively informal matter between
the parties. 4 7 A deposition in aid of a legal proceeding is a public
matter, requiring the participation and consent of the courts. 48 The
litigant whose activities breach the judicial sovereignty of the host
nation is placed in a position analagous to being in contempt of a
United States court and may be subject to criminal penalties.
The dangers of naively assuming that the host nation will tolerate
the procedures of another jurisdiction were illustrated in a 1949 incident between Switzerland and the Netherlands. Some Dutch attorneys of the Netherlands Ministry of Finance appeared in Switzerland
to interview a Dutch citizen regarding a suit filed against the Netherlands government for redetermination of his tax liability. The attorneys interrogated the plaintiff and had him sign a written copy of
his answers. The incident came to the attention of the Swiss authorities and the hapless attorneys were jailed, charged, inter alia, with
usurping the sovereign functions of the Swiss government. The Dutch
government succeeded in having the case dismissed. The lawyers,
however, were expelled from the country, and certain of their papers
were confiscated. 49
The use of letters rogatory, which directly invokes the cooperation
of the foreign court, will avoid any infringement of sovereignty. The
federal rule, by allowing the American litigant a virtually unfettered
choice as to method, maximizes the potential for judicial cooperation.
The litigant who must proceed under the California Code of Civil
Procedure faces greater difficulty.
45. Jones, supra note 18, at 521. This Note will discuss only the problems faced
in civil law countries. The litigant seeking evidence in an Islamic country will also
face serious procedural and evidentiary problems. See generally N. ANDERSON, LAW
REFORM IN THE MUSLIM WORLD 66-68 (1976); A. QUADRI, ISLAMIC JURISPRUDENCE
IN THE MODERN WORLD 276-92 (1963).
46. "[A]merican lawyers must necessarily walk gingerly in the glades of the Civil
Law ......
Conway v. Silesian-American Corp., 186 F.2d 201, 214 (2nd Cir. 1950).
47. Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft v. Superior Court, 33 Cal. App. 3d 503,
507, 109 Cal. Rptr. 219, 221 (1973); Jones, supra note 18, at 527-28.
48. Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft v. Superior Court, 33 Cal. App. 3d 503,
507, 109 Cal. Rptr. 219, 221 (1973).
Indeed the basic concept of discovery as a
separate pretrial phase is unknown in civil-law jurisdictions. Rather a case is developed
through a series of separate hearings at some of which evidence is taken. R. SCHLESINGER,
CASEs-TEXT-MATERIALS 310 (3rd ed. 1970) [hereinafter cited
Jones, supra note 18, at 527-28.

COMPARATIVE LAW:

as

SCHLESINGER];

49.

See Jones, supra note 18, at 520.
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The Inconsistency of Section 2018(b)
The 1973 decision of Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft v. Superior Court5" affirmed California's commitment to international judicial cooperation. The plaintiffs filed a personal injury action against
Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft, a German corporation, alleging
the defective design and manufacture of a 1966 Volkswagen automobile. Plaintiffs obtained an order appointing a commissioner to
take the depositions of seven Volkswagenwerk employees in Germany.
Defendant resisted the order and presented the Superior Court with
an aide-memoire from the German Embassy. The aide-m6moire stated
that the proposed order would constitute an infringement of German
sovereign rights but that witnesses could be interrogated by use of
letters rogatory sent through proper channels. Accompanying the
aide-m6moire was a memorandum prepared by an expert in German
law declaring that a threat of compulsion to force judicial activities
without permission of the German authorities would violate German
and international law. Defendant also attached a letter from the
United States State Department supporting the position of the German
Embassy and offering the Department's services in transmitting letters
rogatory.5 1
The superior court issued the plaintiffs' order despite this information. The order was vacated on appeal. The court of appeal
noted:
[T]here is general hostility engendered in the foreign country
which feels that the party appointed in the commission is usurping the functions rightfully performed by the local judiciary. For
this reason, it is advisable that California litigants proceeding
under section 2018(b) of the CCP consult Department of State
officials and/or existing consular treaties for information that may
save considerable time and expense to the benefit of the claim
being litigated.52
The court went on to note tersely "that these inquiries would save
considerable time and expense to the California judicial system." 63
The court then articulated a broader policy of judicial cooperation:
"Whatever the generous provisions of the California discovery statutes,
courts ordering discovery abroad must conform to the channels and
54
procedures established by the host nation."
50.
51.

33 Cal. App. 3d 503, 109 Cal. Rptr. 219 (1973).
As provided for in 28 U.S.C. § 1781 (1970); see note 28 supra.

52.

33 Cal. App. 3d at 507, 109 Cal. Rptr. at 221, (quoting Dorman, supra note

3, at 32).
53. 33 Cal. App. 3d at 508, 109 Cal. Rptr. at 221.
54.

Id.
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Henceforth the California litigant seeking evidence abroad should
be informed as to the acceptability of the proposed procedures in the
foreign country. 55 The Volkswagenwerk decision recognizes that respect for the foreign country's sovereignty may require that the international litigant proceed by means of letters rogatory. California
Code of Civil Procedure section 2018(b), requiring a greater showing
for the issuance of commissions or letters rogatory, is inconsistent with
this awareness. The vagaries of seeking evidence abroad require that
the litigant be given great flexibility in the choice of discovery methods.
When the use of a particular method would cause hardship to the
opposing party, the issuance may be conditioned as justice requires. 56
The reasoning behind the 1963 amendments to the Federal Rules
is persuasive, and the California statute should be amended accordingly. Such a change would aid the international litigant and conform with the desire for international judicial cooperation articulated

in Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft.
The litigant who succeeds in obtaining letters rogatory has, of
course, only experienced the domestic side of international judicial
cooperation. The litigant must then attempt to satisfy his discovery
needs by use of the procedure of the foreign court.

The Procedure to be Used Abroad:
Evidentiary Problems
Obtaining the domestic authorization to take a deposition abroad
is but the American litigant's threshold requirement. International
discovery must yield evidence admissible in the domestic court. When
the deposition is to be taken on notice or by commission, the procedure will be generally the same as that employed domestically, and
serious evidentiary problems will be avoided. The litigant's desire to
use the court's compulsory process or to avoid infringing on the
sovereignty of the foreign state may, however, require the use of
letters rogatory. 57 Proceedings pursuant to letters rogatory will conform to the procedure of the foreign country,58 with the result that
the testimony may be inadmissible when later offered in United States
courts.
55. Id.
56. CAL. CiV. PRoc. CODE § 2018(b) (West Supp. 1977).
57. See text accompanying note 23 supra.
58. "[A]s to the letter rogatory, the procedure is under the control of the foreign
tribunal whose assistance is sought .... ." Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft v. Superior Court, 33 Cal. App. 3d at 507, 109 Cal. Rptr. at 221; accord, United States v.
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When the foreign country is a common law jurisdiction, the California litigant will find the procedure and deposition rules quite familiar, and the evidence obtained will most likely be admissible in
the domestic court. When the litigant seeks to take the deposition
under civil or Islamic law, however, the provisions governing deposition practice may well result in the inadmissibility of the evidence in
the domestic court. 59
Evidence Taken in a Civil Law Court
Taking evidence in civil law countries is a matter for the courts.60
The taking of a "deposition" in a civil law court will bear little resemblance to the procedure used in a common law jurisdiction.
The civil law practice is interrogation of the witness by the judge.
Although the attorneys may suggest questions, 61 no direct questioning
or cross-examination is ordinarily permitted. The witness generally
is not under oath. Except in matters of privilege and personal incompetence, there are no exclusionary rules of evidence and, in particular, no hearsay or opinion exclusions. 6 2 At the close of testimony
the judge dictates a non-verbatim summary that becomes the official
record of the proceedings. This summary, frequently obtained without cross-examination or putting the witness under oath, violates common law rules of evidence and does not fit into any recognized exception to the hearsay rule.63 The evidence, however, does conform to
the basic principles that underlie exceptions to the hearsay rule:
64
necessity and trustworthiness.
The nonconforming testimony may be necessary. A litigant proceeding by letter rogatory must make use of the procedures of the
country where the evidence is to be taken. 65 If the foreign nation
Paraffin Wax, 2255 Bags, 23 F.R.D. 289, 290 (E.D.N.Y. 1959).
(SEcoND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 122 (1969).

See also BEsTATEmimr

59.

See generally Jones, supra note 18, at 522-34.

60.

See note 48 & accompanying text supra.
See ScH SNcEa, supra note 48, at 308-21; Jonei, supra note 18, at 527-28.
ScmSINGER, supra note 48, at 309.

61.
62.

63. It approaches the exception allowed for former testimony. Testimony admitted under the former testimony exception to the hearsay rule must have been given
under oath, and the party against whom the former testimony is offered, or a party
in like interest, must have had a reasonable opportunity to cross-examine. CAL. Evm.
CODE §§ 1290-92 (West 1966); C. McCoRMIcx, LAw OF EVIDENCE § 255 (2d ed.
1972).
64. 5 WiGMouE ON EVIDENCE §§ 1421, 1422 (Chadbourn rev. 1974); Dallas County
v. Commercial Union Assurance Co., 286 F.2d 388, 396-97 (5th Cir. 1961).
65.

See note 58 supra.
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is a non-common-law jurisdiction, the testimony, which is frequently
the only testimony available, is unlikely to conform to domestic
evidentiary rules.
Such testimony may be quite trustworthy, despite the absence
of our customary safeguards. The civil-law judge, thoroughly trained
in examination techniques, generally submits witnesses to rigorous
questioning. The witnesses, although not under oath, are testifying
in a judicial proceeding and, in most civil-law countries, face the
imposition of severe penalties for false testimony.66 The absence of
restrictive evidentiary rules, rather than licensing a free-for-all, encourages the judge to consider the weight to be accorded each item
of evidence."7 Finally, the civil-law judge is likely to give a thorough
and disinterested summary of the evidence heard. 68 The value of
the testimony can be further strengthened by well drafted letters
rogatory. Such letters should educate the judge as to the ends to be
served by the discovery sought.
Well-drafted letters rogatory may also lessen the danger that a
privilege recognized by a common law court may be breached by
the questioning. Such privileged material, of course, would be inadmissible in domestic courts, but the litigant's case might well be
damaged by the breach itself.
The litigant who fears such an event would also be advised to
instruct, in so far as possible, the civil law judge as to the basic common-law privileges and to study the foreign country's rules of privilege and incompetency to determine to what degree they conflict with
those of the home jurisdiction. 9
Federal Rule 28(b):

Evidence

The 1963 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
recognized that evidence obtained in response to a letter rogatory
might be in a form not ordinarily admissible in federal courts. Rule
28(b) was amended to provide that such evidence "need not be ex66. In Switzerland the giving of false testimony, although not under oath, is punishable by up to five years imprisonment. Schweizerische Strafgesetzbuch [StGB]
art. 307; SCHLESINGER, supra note 44, at 309-21; Miller, International Cooperation in
Litigation Between the United States and Switzerland: Unilateral Procedural Accommodation in a Test Tube, 49 MINN. L. REV. 1069, 1094-95 (1965) [hereinafter cited
as MILLER]. For a survey of the practices in a number of European countries, see
SMIT supra note 17.
67. SCHLESINGER, supra note 48, at 309.
68. See generally Miller, supra note 66, at 1095.
69. See text accompanying notes 108-09 infra; cf. Jones, supra note 18, at 53031 (problem of recognizing witness's specious claim of privilege).
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eluded merely for the reason that it is not a verbatim transcript or
that the testimony was not taken under oath or for any similar departure from the requirements for depositions taken within the United
States under these rules."70

The drafting committee recognized the

wholly different procedures of taking testimony in non-common-law
countries. It concluded that the value and weight of the testimony
should depend on the circumstances of each case.71
The discretion to admit evidence obtained through use of a
foreign procedure is a necessary corollary to the need for flexibility
in the choice of methods for the taking of evidence abroad 2 A
problem is most likely to arise when a letter rogatory is used. The
court should have discretion to admit nonconforming evidence obtained in response to the letter.
Such discretion should obviate the need for the court to anticipate the evidence's reliability when deciding whether to issue a letter
rogatory.7 3 A willingness to issue a letter notwithstanding objections
as to the probable unreliability of the evidence sought is illustrated in
Danischv. GuardianLife Insurance Co. of America.7 4 Polish plaintiffs
sought the issuance of letters rogatory in order that their testimony
could be offered in support of the authority of their American attorneys
to appear for them in New York. Defendant did not controvert plaintiffs' allegation that letters rogatory were the only procedure available to obtain plaintiffs' testimony. Rather, defendant objected on
the ground that plaintiffs were residents of a police state that would
not permit them to testify freely and truthfully7 5 The court, interpreting an earlier version of Rule 28(b), answered that the value
of the evidence obtained was something for the trier of fact to consider; that it was taken abroad, even in an alleged "police state," did
not render the testimony inadmissible76
70. FED. R. Crv. P. 28(b); cf. Uebersee Finanzkorporation, A. G. v. Brownell,
121 F. Supp. 420, 426 (D.D.C. 1954) (court will not anticipate difficulties in deposition procedures).
71. "The last sentence of the amended subdivision provides, contrary to the implications of some authority, that the evidence recorded in such a fashion need not be
excluded on that account . . . . Whether or to what degree the value or weight of
the evidence may be affected by the method of taking or recording the testimony is
left for determination according to the circumstances of the particular case." FED. R.
Civ. P. 28, Notes of Advisory Committee on Rules, 1963 Amendment (1972).
72. See text accompanying notes 79-80 supra; Deposition Practice, supra note 5,
at 540.
73. The potential value of the evidence is often a factor in the decision to issue
a commission or letter rogatory. Deposition Practice, supra note 5, at 540.
74. 19 F.R.D. 235 (S.D.N.Y. 1956).
75. Id. at 237.
76. Id. See also Ali Akber Kiachif v. Philco Int'l Corp., 10 F.R.D. 277 (S.D.N.Y.
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The Uniform Interstate and International Procedure Act contains
a provision nearly identical to that found in Federal Rule 28(b). 7
States adopting that provision of the Act 7s have discretion to admit
nonconforming evidence obtained in response to a letter rogatory.
The Need for a More Flexible California Policy as to Evidence Taken
Abroad
Courts should evaluate evidence taken in foreign courts with
flexibility and discretion. Such a policy is consistent with the interest
recognized by affording the litigant a free choice of methods for the
taking of depositions abroad.7" The predicted usefulness of the evidence sought should not be a factor in the court's decision to issue
the letter rogatory or commission.8 " The admissibility of the deposition when returned will depend upon the circumstances involved.
There may be, in many cases, little reason to distrust the evidence
gathered by use of the procedure of a foreign court."' The decision
as to admissibility, however, should be within the court's discretion.
The Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft decision declared that
California courts must respect the judicial sovereignty of the foreign
jurisdiction.8 2 The California litigant seeking evidence abroad is required to use the channels and procedures approved by the foreign
host nation. 3 A litigant who must make use of a civil law court may
find that the only testimony obtainable violates common-law rules
of evidence. No California statute, however, explicitly provides the
court with discretion to admit nonconforming evidence from abroad.
Such a provision is needed. The provision would be consistent with
both litigant's discovery needs and the policy of international judicial
84
cooperation articulated in Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft.
1950); In re De Lowe's Estate, 143 N.Y.S.2d 270 (1955); Bator v. Hungarian Cominercial Bank of Pest, 275 App. Div. 826, 90 N.Y.S.2d 35 (1949).
77. UNIFORM INTERSTATE AND INTERNATIONAL PROCEDURE ACT § 3.01(b).
78. See, e.g., LA. REv. STAT. ANN. § 13:3823(B) (West 1968); OKLA. STAT. ANN.
tit. 12, § 1703.01(b) (West Supp. 1977); 42 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 5325(b) (Purdon
Supp. 1977); V.I. CODE ANN. tit. 5, § 4921(b) (1967).
But cf., iMASS. GEN. LAWS
ANN. ch. 233, § 44 (West 1959) (court may not exercise its discretion to admit nonconforming evidence from abroad unless it finds that the adverse party had sufficient
notice and opportunity to cross-examine, or that it was impossible to give such notice).
79. See Deposition Practice,supra note 5, at 540.
80. Compare Danisch v. Guardian Life Co. of America, 19 F.R.D. 235, 237
(S.D.N.Y. 1956) (potential value of evidence to be obtained for trier of fact to consider) with Deposition Practice, supra note 5, at 540 (less strict standard for issuance
of letter rogatory than for admission of evidence obtained by such method).
81. See text accompanying notes 66-68 supra.
82. 33 Cal. App. 3d at 508, 109 Cal. Rptr. at 221.
83. Id.
84. See text accompanying notes 52-55 supra.
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International Cooperation in Discovery Between Parties to
the Convention on Taking Evidence Abroad
in Civil or Commercial Matters
International judicial cooperation may be governed and regulated
by multilateral treaty."" The Convention on The Taking of Evidence
87
0
Abroad in Civil or Commercial Matters provides the ratifying states
with a standardized procedure for taking evidence which will largely
eliminate the difficulty of coping with individual state variation. The
Convention was drafted by the Hague Conference on Private International Law, which the United States joined in 1963.88 It was the
first of the conference's multilateral agreements in which the opinion
of the United States was strongly felt.sO The Convention was an attempt to minimize the effects of differing legal systems and ensure
effective cooperation between them.9 0 The Convention has been described as an attempt to bridge the gap between civil-law and common-law practices.Y
The United States became a contracting state"' to the Convention
on October 7, 1972. The ratified Convention is a treaty obligation of
the United States. International treaties are "the law of the land" 93
and are binding on the states as a matter of federal supremacy. 94 The
Convention's channels and procedures are therefore available to the
California litigant seeking international discovery. 5
85. See, e.g., Convention on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in Civil or Commercial Matters, done Nov. 15, 1965, [1969] 20 U.S.T. 361,
T.I.A.S. No. 6638, 658 U.N.T.S. 163.
86. Convention, supra note 2.
87. As of September 24, 1977, the ratifying states are Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
Finland, France, Luxemburg, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and
the United States. 7 MARTINDALE-HUBBEL LAw DIRECTORY 4384-87 (1978).
88. 22 U.S.C. § 269(g) (1970).
89. See Amram, Report on the Eleventh Session of the Hague Conference on Private
International Law, 63 Am. J. INTL L. 521 (1969).
90. Taking Evidence, supra note 1, at 379-80.
91. Edwards, Taking of Evidence Abroad in Civil or Commercial Matters, 18 INT'L
& Co p. L.Q. 646 (1969); Amram, United States Ratification of the Hague Convention on the Taking of Evidence Abroad, 67 Am. J. INT'L L. 104, 105 (1973).
92. A "contracting state" is one that has ratified the Convention and is a party
to its provisions. See Convention, supra note 2, art. 1.
93. Missouri v. Holland, 252 U.S. 416, 432 (1920); see Henkin, The Treaty Makers
and the Law Makers: The Law of the Land and Foreign Relations, 107 U. PA. L. REv.
903 (1959); cf. RESTATEMENT (SEcoND) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAw § 40 (1965)
(avoiding conflict in the exercise or enforcement of jurisdiction).
94. "[A]ll treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority of the United
U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2.
States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land."
95. A potential problem arises from the fact that the litigant proceeds from state
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Chapter 1 of the Convention sets forth its principal method of
securing judicial assistance: "letters of request." The phrase has
essentially the same meaning as letters rogatory, 96 but the procedure
has significant practical advantages to the litigant.
A letter of request must contain certain specified information 7
and be in the language of the executing state, 98 in English, or in
French. 99 Letters are transmitted directly to the central authority 0 0
designated by the contracting state. 10 ' The central authority, in turn,
transmits the requests to the judicial authority competent to execute
them. 1 0 2 This process minimizes the confusion inherent in seeking
the assistance of a foreign legal system.
court. It is the United States, and not California, that is a party to the Convention.
The Convention provides, however, that a letter of request may be issued by any judicial authority in the contracting state. See Convention, supra note 2, art. 1. See also
Sklaver, Obtaining Evidence in International Litigation, 7 CuM. L. REV. 233, 244-45
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Sklaver]. A California court is manifestly a judicial authority. Further, its jurisdiction is sufficiently general to permit reciprocity and invoke
cooperation as a matter of goodwill and comity.
96. The official French text of the Convention uses the phrase "commission rogatoire" to describe letters of request. See Taking Evidence, supra note 1, at 381 n.73.
97. The letter must specify: a) the authority requesting execution and the authority from whom execution is requested, if the latter is known to the requesting
authority; b) the names and addresses of the parties and their representatives; c)
the nature of the proceeding for which the evidence is required, and all necessary
information in regard thereto; and d) the nature of the evidence to be obtained or
other judicial act to be performed. Convention, supra note 2, art. 3.
When appropriate the letter must also specify the names and addresses of the
witnesses to be examined, questions to be posed or an outline of the subject matter
of the examination, documents or property to be examined, any oath required, and any
special method or procedure to be employed. Id. The letter may also mention and
explain questions of privilege. Id.; see also note 29 supra.
98. Convention, supra note 2, art. 4. The Convention uses the term "executing
state" to denote the country where the evidence is to be taken. The term "requesting
state" refers to the country that invokes the executing state's cooperation. Id.
99. Id. A country may decline to accept letters in English or French. Id., art.
33. Finland and France refuse to accept letters in English. 7 MARTINDALE-HUBBEL
LAW DIRECTORY 4384 (1978).
The American litigant seeking evidence in those countries must therefore have the letters of request translated.
The United States will accept letters in French and also in Spanish, if they are
to be executed in Puerto Rico. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1781 (West Supp. 1978).
100. Convention, supra note 2, art. 2. The Convention further provides that a letter
sent to the wrong authority will be promptly forwarded to the authority competent to
execute it. Id., art. 6. The United States has designated the Justice Department as its
central authority. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1781 (West Supp. 1978). But cf. Taking Evidence,
supra note 1, at 381 n.74 (criticizing choice of the Justice Department and suggesting
State Department as more appropriate). See also Sklaver, supra note 95, at 247 (suggesting State and Justice Departments are expected to work in tandem).
101. Convention, supra note 2, art. 2.
102. Id.
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A country receiving a letter of request may only refuse execution
when the letter does not comply with the Convention,'0 3 requires the
performance of acts that fall without the functions of the executing
state's judiciary, 10 4 or is prejudicial to its sovereignty or security. 10 5
When a country finds that it cannot comply with the request, it must
promptly return the letter to the requesting authority and specify its
objections thereto. 10o The requesting party may make use of the
compulsory process of the executing court to the extent provided by
its internal law.107 The witness may invoke the privileges recognized
by the law of the state executing the request. 08 The privileges of
the requesting state may also be recognized, but only when they have
been specified in the letter of request or, at the instance of the executing authority, have been confirmed by the requesting authority. 10 9
Article 9 of the Convention permits the requesting authority
to ask that a certain procedure be used in taking the evidence. 1 0
The executing court must follow the requested procedure unless it is
incompatible with internal law or impossible of performance owing
to practical difficulties"' or internal practice. The fact that such a
procedure is different from local practice does not render it incompatible. It must be a contravention or serious contradiction of internal
2
law or policy."1
Such a procedure may be of immense value to the litigant. A
California attorney invoking article 9 could request that the proceeding conform to the rules of the California Code of Civil Procedure.
If the request were honored, the deposition would almost certainly be
103. Id., art. 5.
104. Id., art. 12. The executing state may not refuse on the basis that, under
its internal law, it claims exclusive jurisdiction over the subject matter or would not
admit a right of action in such circumstances. Id.
105. Id.
106. Id., art. 5.
107. Id., art. 10.
108. Id., art. 11.
109. Id., art. 11(b). A contracting nation may also declare to what extent it will
recognize the privileges of other countries. Id., art. 11. A litigant proceeding without
the benefit of the Convention may also desire to specify the privileges recognized by
the home jurisdiction. See note 29 supra.
110. Convention, supra note 2, art. 9.
111. Id. The taking of an American style deposition in a civil-law court presumably
would pose no great practical difficulty. The civil-law judge, accustomed to interrogating the witnesses, would merely preside over the attorney's questioning of the witness. A more intriguing scenario is posed by the possibility of an American judge's
being requested to interrogate the witness in a civil-law manner.
112. Convention, supra note 2, art. 9. Article 9 also provides that the letter of
request will be executed expeditiously. Id.
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admissible in a California court. The article thus at once minimizes
the problem of taking evidence within the context of two different
legal systems and maximizes the value of the evidence obtained.
The second chapter of the Convention sets forth a number of
provisions governing the taking of evidence by the diplomatic officers,
consular agents, and commissioners of the requesting state. "'
The
provisions of Chapter 2 are, however, secondary to those dealing
with letters of request. The chapter is "optional in character" and
subject to reservation, in whole or in part." 4 A contracting state's
participation in the procedures authorized by the chapter may be
further limited by a requirement that specific permission be obtained
prior to the taking of any evidence by commission or diplomatic
agent."' Unless waived, such permission is always required when
the witness is a citizen of the host state. 1 6 When a party to the
Convention has authorized a commissioner to take voluntary evidence,
however, the testimony may be given in aid of a proceeding commenced in any contracting state. 1 7 Coercive measures, however,
will only be available where the host state has filed a declaration
permitting them.'
The Convention is of great value to California counsel engaging
in international discovery. Its standardized and mutually acceptable
procedure reduces much of the confusion and uncertainty involved
in requesting the assistance of a foreign court. It provides for cooperation as to procedure and resolves many practical problems," 9
thereby increasing the potential value of the evidence obtained.
Further, the Convention is specifically nonexclusive. The litigant is
invited to make use of any more liberal discovery provisions which
may be provided by bilateral treaty or the internal law of the executing
state.

20

113. Id., arts. 15-22.
114. Amram, The Proposed Convention on the Taking of Evidence Abroad, 55
A.B.A.J. 651, 654 (1969).
115. Convention, supra note 2, art. 15. Denmark and Norway have done so. 28
U.S.C.A. § 1781 (West Supp. 1978).
116. Convention, supra note 2, art. 16.
117. Id., art. 17. This authorization contrasts with the power of a consul or diplomatic agent, who may only take evidence for the country he or she represents. The
article 17 grant of authority is discretionary, however, and may be limited upon such
terms as the host country deems advisable. Id.
118. Id., art. 18.
119. The Convention provides, for instance, for assigning fees and expenses involved
in taking evidence. Id., art. 14. The execution of the letter is free. The foreign
court may, however, require reimbursement for the fees paid to experts and interpreters
and any costs occasioned by use of a special procedure. Id.
120. Id., art. 27(b) & 27(c).
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The Convention, however, cannot render the taking of evidence
abroad problem free. The litigant hoping to proceed under the Convention ordinarily must convince the domestic court to issue a letter
of request to the foreign authority. A California court is likely to
treat this request as a request for letters rogatory and condition the
issuance on a showing of necessity and convenience. 12 1 Although the
Convention attempts to minimize the difficulties of taking evidence
abroad, it cannot extinguish the vast differences between the legal
systems of the contracting states. A country's cooperation, in each
1 22
case, is limited to what is compatible with its internal practice.
Despite these problems the Convention appears admirably suited
to the goal of bridging the gap between common-law and civil-law
countries. The Convention's detailed measures reduce the uncertainty
involved in international discovery and guarantee the litigant the good
faith cooperation of the foreign contracting state.
Conclusion
The taking of evidence abroad by a California litigant superimposes a system of broad discovery upon the complexities of international judicial cooperation. Insofar as legal systems and sovereignties differ, conflict is inevitable. The recent Convention on Taking
Evidence Abroad reduces such conflict to a minimum and provides
for the greatest degree of cooperation and accommodation consistent
with the contracting state's law and sovereignty.
The California litigant seeking to take evidence in a foreign
country must overcome the inflexible provisions of the California Code
of Civil Procedure. The Code continues to favor the notice procedure,123 despite the fact that the sovereignty of the foreign nation or
the need for compulsory process may prescribe a letter rogatory1 24
Obtaining the authority to take evidence by means of letter rogatory
may only postpone the international litigant's problems; the litigant
has no assurance that the domestic court will exercise discretion when
evaluating any nonconforming testimony taken abroad.
California law is inconsistent and impractical. When a litigant
evinces a legitimate need to take evidence abroad, permission should
121.
panying
122.
123.
panying
124.

CAL. CIV. PROC. CODE § 2018(b) (West Supp. 1977); see also text accomnotes 35, 56 supra.
See Convention, supra note 2, arts. 9-11.
CAL. Crv. PRoc. CODE § 2018(b) (West Supp. 1977); see also text accomnotes 35, 56 supra.
See text accompanying notes 18-23 supra.
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be liberally granted. The litigant, who must conform evidentiary
needs to the differing laws and procedures of the foreign country,
should be allowed a choice of methods for taking evidence. When
necessary the court may condition a method in light of fairness to the
opposing party. Evidence taken abroad may be reliable although
obtained through procedures not found in domestic litigation. Many
of the litigant's difficulties would be answered by providing the courts
with a flexible rule to judge the reliability of the incoming evidence.
Such a flexible policy as to the taking of evidence abroad can
best reconcile a policy of broad discovery with the complexities of
international judicial cooperation.
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